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Introduction

Intensively Changes Seen In The Community Of Both Private And Public Sector Entails The Need To Adapt To These Changes. New Public Administration Approach Based Upon Market Principles, Individual Satisfaction And Adapt Result-Oriented And Flexible Management Understanding. Instead Of Understanding The Bureaucratic Service That Leads To Wasted Resources, Public Administration Has To Be Perceived As Business Management, Has To Create Success Criterias According To This. These Adoptions Emphasizes A Radical Change In The Concept Of Public Administration.

Ensuring Organizational Effectiveness Which Is One Of Management's Most Important Task Is Requires The Employees' Motivation Towards Organizational Objectives. By The Fact That, It Is Impossible To Get A Fruitful Solution From An Activity In The Organization Unless An Employee Willing To Do That. The Role Of Motivation At This Point Is To Encourage And Intensify This Request (Vural, 2005: 107). There Is A Positive Relationship Between Achievement And Motivation; Motivation Greatly Increase The Success Of Employee Motivation. In Terms Of Increasing The Productivity, Motivation Tools Are Using In Business Sector Could Be Restate The Negativity Arising From Unwieldiness In Public Sector. In This Study, By Determining The Motivation Behaviour Of District Governors, Expected To Provide Solutions To The Problems Encountered In Practice.

Methods

This Study Aims To Investigate To What Extent Local Authorities Motivate Their Subordinates And Determine Which Factors Effects This Motivation And To Suggest Implications For Increase The Organizational Effectiveness. Population Of The Study Consist Of All District Governors In Turkey’s 81 Provinces. The Questionnaire Was Developed To Collect Data Was Administred To District Governors By Sending Through Governorship. The Overall Response Rate Achieved By The Survey Was 52 % (524 Out Of 900).
For the purpose of the study, to measure the motivation behaviours of district governors, scale developed by Okan Erol was used on making some changes. After the changes, pilot-test was employed. By the results of the preliminary test, Cronbach’s alpha value demonstrating the reliability of questionnaire was 0.627. 8 items which were reducing the reliability of scale were removed and Cronbach’s alpha value found 0.845. With these changes questionnaire was applied.

**Findings and Interpretation**

To determine how many factors could be studied in these 32 motivation statements and relations between statements and factors, scale explanatory factor analysis has been applied. Varimax rotation employed and 6 factors yielded with eigenvalues greater than 1. These 6 factors explain 57.228% of the total variance.

Socio-demographic profile about the district governors participating in the study are shown in Table 3. 97.7% of governors are men, 2.3% of women. 47% of governors in the 31-40 age range is 22.9% and 19.2% of 41-51 is also included in the range of 20-30 years. 65% of governors have bachelor degree, 32% of have master degree and 2.9% of have PhD degree. When marital status of participants are examined, it is seen that 86.9% are married. When the years of working examined, in the first place with 26.5%, while 6-10 years, ranks second 22.9'luk% compared to 1-5 years. 24.8% of governors performed their duty in central Anatolia, 18.3% of in Black Sea region and 18.3% of in Marmara region.

Research shows that employees agree with two statements with the highest mean scores which are “when their opinions are considered important by their superiors, subordinates’ eagerness to work increases” and “motivational rewarding should be accordingly with basic leadership principle which is treating everybody fair and square”. In addition to this, it is possible to say that managers believe that it is helpful to create the atmosphere for subordinates to believe in organizational aims and values, to include subordinates to the institutional decision making process and to imply delegation in order to fulfill the subordinates need of respect and recognition.

Superiors’ least agreed statements are “motivating subordinates is not one of superiors’ duty” and “promoting mostly the employees who has relation to superiors does not effect other subordinates’ motivation.”

According to the least agreed statements, it is possible to say that managers think that promotion of subordinates who has relation to superiors effect their motivation, managers should deal with subordinate’s personal problems (family, money etc.) and managers should motivate the subordinates and there is a relationship between subordinate’s motivation and efficiency level of organization’s communication channels.

These findings indicate that local authorities think that it is necessary to increase employees’ motivation in order to increase the efficiency and productivity in public institutions and they believe that all of the motivation tools should be used in their possess. Also according to findings, district governments are agreed to use executive and social tools in context of motivation which include...
Participation To Decision Processes, Creation Of A Fair Reward And Fine System, Delegating And Consulting To Subordinates.

**Results And Suggestions**

According To The Results, Most Of The Local Authorities Think That It Is Helpful To Use Motivation Tools And To Motivate Employees In Order To Achieve This Goal. One Of The Findings Indicates That Organizational Social And Personal Needs Differ According To The Local Authorities’ Work Regions. Geographically, In Institutions On East Side, Factors Like Ignoring Worthy And Proficiency, Tribalism, Lack Of Trust And Political Choices Are Effecting Employment Processes And Creating Differences On Motivating Behaviours. In This Context, In Public Institutions Which Are Located In East, Personnel Choosing Policies Should Be Adopted Accordingly With Professional Management Understanding. Also Another Subject In Context Of Motivation Is Motivating Employees To Give More Efficient Public Service Through Fulfilling Their Personal And Social Needs. Beside That, Creating An Environment Of Trust Through Solving Ethnic Origin Problems Is Another Necessity.

Another Finding Of Study Is That Local Authorities Have Their Different Opinions On Feedback And Fairness. Getting A Positive Feedback From Superior Is Very Important For An Employee. In Public Sector Which Material Motivation Tools Are Not Used, Managers Should Use The Motivation Tools Like Thanking, Commendation Certificate And Choosing Best Employee Of The Month. Besides, If Employees Think That Their Efforts Are Beneficial To The Organization Or To Society They Would Feel Motivated. For This, Motivation Tools Like Making Them Feel Their Efforts Are Worthy And Make Them Work With Pleasure Are Important Motivation Tools For Managers.